Information on Pornographic Rape Web Sites

This document provides brief details of a random selection of pornographic rape web sites. This information does not claim to be representative of all such sites, not even the worst available. It is a snapshot of what material is out there — where it is free and easily accessible via google. No personal details are required; no credit cards needed; you do not have to be over 18; none of these sites have preview pages.

These sites all display photographic and video material (ie not cartoons) and sell themselves on claims of ‘rape’ and ‘forced sex’. We give examples below of the text that accompanies the photographs and which aims to entice the viewer. All contain photographs, some moving images and access to further material at cost. No claim is being made here that this material features ‘actual’ rapes, as opposed to depictions of rape: some sites state that their material is ‘fantasy’, while others advertise as having ‘real’ videos and photographs. Where these web sites are hosted is not known.

Who is the rape victim? Most sites focus particularly on ‘teens’, ‘tinschoolgirls’, incest-related material and ‘real’ rapes (ie home or police videos).

Force and violence: some material includes guns and knives (which could be deemed ‘life-threatening’). Force is otherwise achieved with ropes, gags, chains, belts, handcuffs and the physical strength of the rapist — force which will not automatically constitute ‘serious injury to anus, breasts or genitals’.

exploited-bitches.com:
- ‘nothing is better than seeing these good looking sluts getting raped’;
- ‘all the girls are violently raped, they cry and resist without any mercy from the rapist’;
- It is ‘time to become Tough Guys. Right now.’

ForcedTeenMovies.com:
- ‘See them getting brutally forced to sex [sic] against their will. See how these little teen sluts beg for mercy while the rapist just hit and thread [sic] them while he penetrates them hard and rough and enjoy [sic] to hear them cry.’

rape-reality.org:
- ‘Innocent teen girls face their worst sex-related nightmare. You’ll see what happens when men lose control and don’t give a fuck whether she says yes or no. Damn, in fact, the guys enjoy a “no” more.’

top.bestrabe.net:
- ‘not just an ordinary site with fake pictures of low quality. Here you will find only REAL rape pictures’;
- ‘these girls say no but we say yes.’

Realrape.net:
- ‘rape photo materials made by real criminals’

Brutalpassions.com: ‘it doesn’t matter if they want it or not’
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